Glass Ornament Tutorial
by Suzanna Lee

Materials;
Glass or Clear Plastic Christmas Ornaments
1 sheet of Transparency Film
1 cut file per ornament you are making (Swimming
Strokes Girl Digital Cut File by 17 Turtles)
Silhouette or other digital cutting machine
Core'dinations Sticky Backed Glitter Sheets
Snow (Stampendous Mica Fragments)
Sequins (American Crafts)

Directions;
1.
Using your Silhoutte cut your transparency film
to be slightly smaller than the size of your ornament.
My ornament is 3.5 inches wide so I cut my circle to be
3.25 inches wide.
I resized this file from Lori Whitlock available HERE.

2.
Again using your Silhouette (or other electronic
cutting machine) cut the image that you want from
Core'dinations Sticky Backed Glitter Sheets. I used
Juliana Michaels' backstroke swimmer and sized it the
width of my transparency.

3.
Peel back the backing of the Stickey Backed
Glitter Sheet to reveal the sticky surface and adhere this
to the center of your transparency sheet. Use a bone
folder to burnish the back and ensure tight stick. Trim
the overlapping edges with scissors.

4.

Roll up your transparency as such:

5.
Insert the tight roll into the opening of the
ornament. It's kind of like putting a message in a bottle!
Once inside, it will pop open and if necessary, use
tweezers to center and position the insert where you
want it.

6.
Looks great, right? But you want a little more
pizzazz so here comes the messy part. Using a funnel,
add some snow. I used Stampendous mica fragments
but you can buy cheaper snow this time of year at the
craft store. I wanted a little extra "umpf" so I added
some snowflake and star sequins both in front of and
behind the transparency.

7.
Snip off the top of the transparency so that you
can insert the little silver (or gold) topper back on the
ornament. Tie a pretty bow and if you have one of
those nifty Imaginisce ribbon cutters, use it to seal off a
nice "v" to the ends of your ribbon!

